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The Kiln

Caring for our Cultural Heritage and its Natural Environment

2017 was a year of interesting weather for the Friends of Kurth Kiln - or, at least, two weekends of
interesting weather! First, our Heritage Festival in April was restricted due to predictions of extreme
weather, and in fact several of our gazebos did not survive the preceding night. (Our June Newsletter
covered that event, illustrating that we managed to put on a good show anyway).
And then, in December, the
combined Parks Victoria
Volunteers Christmas event
was cancelled in the light of a
forecast suggesting the biggest
rain event since 2010. Not to
be deterred, we held our own
celebrations in conjunction with
the regular working bee the
following weekend.
The weather was beautiful
(and so was the table, as you
can see on the right). We even
had bonbons!

Kurth Kiln Heritage Festival
Sunday 8 April 2018
Historical Vehicles and Crafts, Children’s Activities, Stalls,
Entertainment, Animals, Community Displays, Food and more!
If you would like to have a stall, exhibition or activity, please contact
Val on valmick1@hotmail.com
or alfred.ursula@auklanddrive.org
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Revisiting 15 years of revegetation around the Kiln
In the course of a varied history, the forest around Kurth Kiln
has suffered - from earthworks, logging, the charcoal
operation and bushfires, plus camping and other recreational
activities. In many places the ground has become so
compacted and inhospitable that even hardy native pioneer
plants have trouble finding a foothold (roothold?). For 15 years
now, the Friends of Kurth Kiln have been conducting
revegetation projects to restore the degraded landscape.
This has been achieved with much willing volunteer labour - in
particular the pupils of local Primary Schools, most notably
Gembrook, Cockatoo and Hoddles Creek. Other groups, such In 2004 Gembrook Primary School replanted an
as Sherbrooke Community School, the Scouts and Rotary
area between Soldiers Road and the picnic area
behind the Kiln. In 2017, the plants are flourishing
have also helped.

2004

Extensive planning and preparation is required before any
planting can be done. Friends of Kurth Kiln achieve this in
conjunction with Parks Victoria Gembrook.

and wildlife has moved in – while the image below
was being taken, a koala was making itself heard
in a nearby tree. Unfortunately, the sign is not
weathering so well!

After identifying an area in need of rescue, Friends of Kurth
Kiln source funding from agencies such as Parks Victoria,
Melbourne Water, DELWP or local Councils. The funding
covers the purchase of young plants, plant guards and other
materials, and, most importantly, a well-earned lunch for the
hungry and tired volunteers.
Plants are ordered from local indigenous nurseries - usually
Vivien Clarke’s Maryknoll Indigenous Nursery, although
now that Vivien has retired (see page 5), we will have to
find another supplier.

2017

In 2005, substantial
revegetation was
carried out around the
picnic area across the
lake from the Kiln, and
funded by the Natural
Heritage Trust.
Hoddles Creek Primary
School students work
in the image on the
left.
The vigorous growth by
2017 made it difficult
to get a long shot of
this area (right).

2005

2017
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Revisiting 15 years of revegetation around the Kiln
Parks Victoria Gembrook participate in site
preparation—such as ripping compacted ground,
fencing areas to be planted, and, more mundanely,
hosing out the toilets!
Shortly before each planting day, tube stock is
collected, and plants, guards and tools are sorted for
each site. When busloads of children arrive on the
appointed morning, they are welcomed, given a short
lesson on the planting process, and escorted to their
site. Organised chaos ensues!

2007
Cockatoo Primary School planted a strip along the new
Heritage Fence to the east of the hut compound in
2007. Ten years on, the fence and its sheltering
vegetation look as though they have always been
there.

2010
In 2010, Sherbrooke Community School enhanced the
area between the hut compound and Soldier’s Road with
various ornamental specimens.

2017
This area behind the Kiln
(left and below) was
planted by Gembrook

2012

Primary School in 2012,
with some infilling in 2015.
It has been browsed more
persistently than many
other sites, but it is now
becoming established, to

2017

enhance the picnic area.

2012

2017

2015

2017
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Shepherds Creek revegetation 2014, revisited

2014

This site on Shepherds Creek Road, beside the creek,
posed particular challenges. It had been an unofficial
camping ground for many years - certainly a lovely spot
in dry weather, but camping so close to the water is not
conducive to stream health. One challenge was the
extremely compacted earth - even with preliminary
ripping by Parks Victoria it was impossible to dig a hole
deep enough for a tube in some areas. Secondly,
vehicle access from Shepherds Creek Road was very
easy, raising the possibility that habitual campers would
simply drive over our new plants into their favourite spot.
To combat this, Parks Victoria positioned logs across
the entrance, with wires cunningly embedded in them to
discourage the use of chain saws. This has worked so
far.
In addition, to protect the creek, Melbourne Water would
not permit the use of plastic tree guards at this site, so
the trees had to take their chances with the local wildlife.
At this stage, they generally seem to have survived.

2015

In a sense, the series of images on the left looks
unspectacular - the area is simply merging into the
surrounding bush. Then again, that is the purpose of
revegetation!

Shiprock Falls

2016

2017

We are hoping that our next project will be an extensive,
unsightly area of former camping ground/carpark at
Shiprock Falls (below). Again it is highly compacted and
inhospitable. Revegetating it will reduce silt runoff into
the nearby McCrae Creek, as well as enhancing the
surroundings for visitors to the Rock and Falls.
Unfortunately Friends of Kurth Kiln have not yet been
able to source funding for this project.

2018?
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Vivien Clarke hangs up her hoe
Vivien Clarke has provided most of the tube stock for
Friends of Kurth Kiln Revegetation Projects for 15 years .
Vivien started propagating native plants in 1997 when she
became aware of the particularly limited stock on sale. She
remembered: "I started growing a few local plants to supply
Maryknoll Tracks and Reserves Group, and also for Back
Creek Landcare projects. Bessie Creek, Deep Creek and
Toomuc Valley Landcare groups came on board and bought
plants from me as well."
Vivien registered her business, Maryknoll Indigenous Plant
Nursery, in 1999.
When providing plants for a revegetation project, Vivien
liked to check out the site initially, to find out the customer’s
requirements and determine the most appropriate plants
according to the existing vegetation and soil aspect. She
noted: "I was keen for the customer to plant a range of
trees, shrubs and groundcovers to replicate our bushland."
(Having been involved in planting Vivien's tube stock, I
can attest to looking around the adjoining bush and
seeing many of the same species thriving nearby.
Vivien's plants have allowed us to re-establish the
natural plant community in areas which were too
degraded to regenerate quickly without help. Ed)
Vivien has been a regular stallholder at the annual
Kurth Kiln Heritage Festival, providing indigenous
plants and local knowledge to festival-goers.
She also contributed to the Friends of Kurth Kiln's recent publication "Walking for Pleasure". During the
launch of this booklet in 2016, when Vivien was chatting to Cardinia Councillor Brett Owen, he expressed
an interest in seeing more of the Park. A few
months later, Vivien and her husband Charlie
took a group, including Brett, on a tour of
exploration along Tomahawk Creek. Vivien
pointed out many characteristic local plants,
encouraging us to admire, smell, and even taste
them!
Friends of Kurth Kiln wish Vivien and Charlie all
the best in retirement. Hopefully we will keep in
touch, although regretfully we will have to find
another supplier for our next revegetation
project.
This article drew on an item published in the Pakenham Gazette in 2016:
https://pakenham.starcommunity.com.au/gazette/2016-03-21/on-a-green-journey/
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2018 Meeting Dates
The Friends of Kurth Kiln meet at the Kiln
on the second Saturday of each month
at 10 am.
Dates for 2018 are:
13 January
10 February
10 March
8 April Heritage Festival

Friends of Kurth Kiln welcome new
member:
Pam Spencer

Seasons Greetings from the
volunteers at Kurth Kiln.
We hope to see you visiting
us some time soon.

14 April
12 May
9 June
14 July
11 August
8 September
13 October
10 November
8 December
The Kiln is located on Soldiers Road,
close to its intersection with Beenak Road,
in Kurth Kiln Regional Park
near Gembrook, Victoria

Friends of Kurth Kiln
PO Box 169
WOORI YALLOCK
VICTORIA
3139

The Giant Spear Lily, which was in bud for the Yarra Ranges
Environmental Volunteers Event last summer, is finally
flowering, in Christmas colours.
It can be admired at Karwarra Australian Native Botanic
Garden and Nursery in Kalorama.
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